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“PREVIEW: THE DISH OF TIME AND THE ENOGRAL CUP
by Celebrando Leonardo 500
with Alberto Vincenzo Vaccari and the Istituto Alberghiero A. Berti di Verona
500 YEARS OF CULINARY HISTORY FROM LEONARDO TO TODAY”
May 2, 2019: Exactly 500 years after the death of one of the greatest geniuses of all
time, Leonardo da Vinci. 500 years in which the memory of a man who was an
engineer, painter, sculptor, scientist, architect, inventor, musician and CUOCO
IDEATORE of BANCHETTI, is handed down from generation to generation... To
remember it, after 3 years of work, the book "the dish of time and the cup
enogral" (The dish of time and the gastronomic cover), designed by GRAFICHE SIBE
Verona, comes out for the first time.

A project born with an international soul, ready to fly beyond our borders to tell who
Leonardo da Vinci was and what he left us in 500 years, with old and new recipes, as
well as their history divided into 7 chapters, for 7 arts, for 7 styles.

Author:
Alberto Vincenzo Vaccari is one of the most appreciated consultants for museums, courts, antiques
exhibitions and associations. He has been an art expert in television broadcasts with Dr. Antonio
Lubrano, including RAI one morning in the family; loved and "feared" for a competence that is not
discussed. Professor of history of styles and methodologies of furniture restoration, he also wrote
the book "Inside the Furniture" published by Zanichelli.

Leonardo was also a genius in the kitchen, inventor and director of the
ceremonial and menus of the most important ducal festivals, such as the one
for the wedding between Giangaleazzo Sforza and Isabella of Aragon, which
were held in 1489 in Tortona, and then continue to Pavia and Milan, leaving us
many gastronomic notes scattered among his various writings, notes that
demonstrate his skill, his desire to experiment, his gluttony and his innate
desire for food innovator and etiquette.
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